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Mallory Coxe
Managing Associate

"I recently worked with Mallory on a corporate acquisition, and
really appreciated her enthusiastic, pragmatic and collaborative
approach. Mallory seamlessly juggles the demands of
transactional work whilst always remaining upbeat and
professional and I would recommend her without hesitation."
(Emily Innocent - Corporate Legal Counsel (UK & EMEA) at Experian plc)

 0345 030 5823       mallory.coxe@freeths.co.uk

Mallory is a corporate lawyer in the Nottingham team. Mallory has been a fundamental contributor to the firm’s
corporate practice in the East Midlands and elsewhere for the past number of years now acting for owner
managed businesses right through to large corporates operating in various sectors.

Mallory specialises in advising on a range of corporate transactional work including acquisitions, disposals,
corporate restructuring, management buy-outs and buy-ins, investments and all aspects of general company
and shareholding matters.

Mallory is also an active member in the firm’s ‘Initiate’ and ‘NEW’ business development groups.

Legal Services

Corporate

Selected Cases

Advised a financial services business on the corporate aspects of a multi-jurisdictional acquisition of three
other companies in the same sector.
Advised private equity backed Away Resorts on the acquisition of Sandy Balls Holiday Village.
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Advised Tarmac (the UK’s leading sustainable building materials and construction solutions business) on
the acquisition of civil engineering contractor J.B. Riney & Co. Limited.
Advised the shareholders of Omar Group Limited, Britain’s premier manufacturer of park homes and
luxury lodges, on the significant investment by London-based private equity firm, Rutland Partners. This
was to fund further expansion in the growing park home and lodge sector.
Advised Kromek plc, a radiation detection technology company, on a placing and open offer which raised
in excess of £11 million.
Advised private equity firm Elysian Capital on its multi-million pound acquisition of independent toy
manufacturer Sambro International Limited, whose partnerships included Star Wars and Frozen.

Sectors
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